
 

In this post, I am going to show you how to use the ST10 Flasher Tool v2.4b.222, a software that you can run on your Windows machine to flash Nokia phones with an on-device "bootloader" called the JP1 This post will be relevant for those who have a Nokia phone and want to flash it with some good ol' custom ROMs. By the time you're done reading this post, you'll have a complete understanding
of what flashing is and why it's important for your phone. We'll also cover what kind of risks are associated with flashing and how to avoid them. Finally, I'll show you how to make your own custom ROM using the leaked SDKs—a great place to start if you're not sure what kind of custom ROM should I flash—and then I'll flash it on your phone. Why Flash? The stock ROM that comes with your
phone is what Nokia/Microsoft/whatever-smartphone-manufacturer-you-bought engineered. And they did their best to ensure that it runs as smoothly as possible, sometimes at the cost of battery life, always at the cost of memory usage. Over time, this stock ROM becomes less and less useful to you as a user, because your needs change and your habits change with them. I'll explain. Take my phone,
for instance. It's my first ever smart phone. I got my Nokia 6120 Classic when it was released back in 2006, when I was in college. It served me well over the years until recently, when the OS started to feel painfully slow even after a reset or two. A lot of stuff happened in between, but my usage patterns changed so much that you could tell it didn't fit right anymore. Not only did I have more
applications installed than what came pre-installed on the phone (like every other smartphone user), but I also had three email accounts set up on it and used them all frequently (back when people used to get their news from RSS feeds!). So, being the adventurous person I am, I decided to flash the "stock" OS that came with the phone with a custom one to get rid of all this bloatware. I decided to try
out the leaked SDKs for the N8 and flashed one. After it was done flashing, my phone was so much faster! It used less memory and it felt alive again! What's an ST10 Flasher Tool? And why should you use it? ST is short for Software Transponder—the chip that's present in every Nokia phone that allows everything from Bluetooth connectivity to GPS to work. Just like a real transponder in the sky, it
sends and receives data. Translating that to your phone, it gets sent a request from your phone's OS to do something, like make a call or send an SMS. It receives the request and sends out a response. In this case, the ST works with software on your phone—the OS—to make sure everything works correctly. In previous generations of Nokia phones, flashing was done via an external box called JP1.
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